We propose and analyze an extremely fast, efficient and simple method for solving the problem: 
Introduction
Let A ∈ R m×n , with n > m and f ∈ R m , be given. The aim of a basis pursuit problem is to find u ∈ R n by solving the constrained minimization problem: where J(u) is a continuous convex function.
For basis pursuit, we take:
We assume that AA T is invertible. Thus Au = f is underdetermined and has at least one solution, u = A T (AA T ) −1 f , which minimizes the ℓ 2 norm. We also assume that J(u) is coercive, i.e., whenever u → ∞, J(u) → ∞. This implies that the set of all solutions of (1.1) is nonempty and convex. Finally, when J(u) is strictly or strongly convex, the solution of (1.1) is unique.
Basis pursuit arises from many applications. In particular, there has been a recent burst of research in compressive sensing, which involves solving (1.1), (1.2) . This was led by Candes et.al. [5] , Donoho, [6] , and others, see [2] , [3] and [4] for extensive references. Compressive sensing guarantees, under appropriate circumstances, that the solution to (1.1), (1.2) gives the sparsest solution satisfying Au = f . The problem then becomes one of solving (1.1), (1.2) fast. Conventional linear programming solvers are not tailored for the large scale dense matrices A and the sparse solutions u that arise here. To overcome this, a linearized Bregman iterative procedure was proposed in [1] and analyzed in [2] , [3] and [4] . In [2] , true, nonlinear Bregman iteration was also used quite successfully for this problem.
Bregman iteration applied to (1.1), (1.2) involves solving the constrained optimization problem through solving a small number of unconstrained optimization problems:
for µ > 0.
In [2] we used a method called the fast fixed point continuation solver (FPC) [8] which appears to be efficient. Other solvers of (1.3) could be used in this Bregman iterative regularization procedure.
Here we will improve and analyze a linearized Bregman iterative regularization procedure, which, in its original incarnation, [1] , [2] , involved only a two line code and simple operations and was already extremely fast and accurate.
In addition, we are interested in the denoising properties of Bregman iterative regularization, for signals, not images. The results for images involved the BV norm, which we may discretize for n × n pixel images as:
We usually regard the success of the ROF TV based model [9] (we now drop the subscript 2 for the L 2 norm throughout the paper) as due to the fact that images have edges and in fact are almost piecewise constant (with texture added). Therefore, it is not surprising that sparse signals could be denoised using (1.3) . The ROF denoising model was greatly improved in [7] and [10] with the help of Bregman iterative regularization. We will do the same thing here using Bregman iteration with (1.3) to denoise sparse signals, with the added touch of undersampling the noisy signals. The paper is organized as follows: In section 2 we describe Bregman iterative algorithms, as well as the linearized version. We motivate these methods and describe previously obtained theoretical results. In section 3 we introduce an improvement to the linearized version, call "kicking" which greatly speeds up the method, especially for solutions u with a large dynamic range. In section 4 we present numerical results, including sparse recovery for u having large dynamic range, and the recovery of signals in large amounts of noise. In another work in progress [11] we apply these ideas to denoising very blurry and noisy signals remarkably well including sparse recovery for u. By blurry we mean situations where A is perhaps a subsampled discrete convolution matrix whose elements decay to zero with n, e.g. random rows of a discrete Gaussian.
To solve (1.1) Bregman iteration was proposed in [2] . Given u 0 = p 0 = 0, we define:
This can be written as
It was proven in [2] that if J(u) ∈ C 2 (Ω) and is strictly convex in Ω, then Au k − f decays exponentially whenever u k ∈ Ω for all k. Furthermore, when u k converges, its limit is a solution of (1.1). It was also proven in [2] that when J(u) = |u| 1 , i.e. for problem (1.1) and (1.2), or when J is a convex function satisfying some additional conditions, the iteration (2.7) leads to a solution of (1.1) in finitely many steps.
As shown in [2] , see also [7] , [10] , the Bregman iteration (2.7) can be written as:
This was referred to as "adding back the residual" in [7] . Here f 0 = 0,u 0 = 0. Thus the Bregman iteration uses solutions of the unconstrained problem
as a solver in which the Bregman iteration applies this process iteratively.
Since there is generally no explicit expression for the solver of (2.7) or (2.8), we turn to iterative methods. The linearized Bregman iteration which we will analyze, improve and use here is generated by
In the special case considered here, where J(u) = µ u 1 , then we have the two line algorithm
where v k is an auxiliary variable
is the soft thresholding algorithm [13] .
This linearized Bregman iterative algorithm was invented in [1] and used and analyzed in [2] , [3] and [4] . In fact it comes from the inner-outer iteration for (2.7). In [2] it was shown that the linearized Bregman iteration (2.10) is just one step of the inner iteration for each outer iteration. Here we repeat the arguments also in [2] , which begin by summing the second equation in (2.10) arriving at (using the fact that u 0 = p 0 = 0):
This gives us (2.12), and allows us to rewrite its first equation as:
i.e. we are adding back the "linearized noise", where v k+1 is defined in (2.11). In [2] and [3] some interesting analysis was done for (2.10), (and some for (2.14)). This was done first for J(u) continuously differentiable in (2.10) and the gradient ∂J(u) satisfying 
Besides implying that the Bregman distance between u k and any elementũ satisfying Aũ = f is monotonically decreasing, it also implies that, ifũ is the "noise free" approximation to the solution of (1.1), the Bregman distance between u k andũ diminishes as long as
where σ is some measure of the noise (2.21)
i.e., until we get too close to the noisy signal in the sense of (2.21). Note, in [7] we took A to be the identity, but these more general results are also proven there. This gives us a stopping criterion for our denoising algorithm.
In [7] we obtained a result for linearized Bregman iteration, following [15] , which states that the Bregman distance betweenũ and u k diminish as long as
so we need 0 < 2δ AA T < 1. In practice, we will use (2.21) as our stopping criterion.
Convergence
We begin with the following simple results for the linearized Bregman iteration or the equivalent algorithm (2.10). 
− v k i converges to a nonzero limit, which is impossible.
Using the non-negativity of the Bregman distance we obtainJ
where u opt minimizes (1.1) with J replaced byJ, which is strictly convex.
Equation (2.16) (from a result in [3] ) implies that u ∞ will approach a solution to (1.1), (1.2), as µ approaches ∞.
The linearized Bregman iteration has the following monotonicity property:
Then the shrinkage operation is such that ∆u
. Then (3.23) can be written as
which implies
By (3.23), this only happens if u k+1 i = u k i for all i, which is a contradiction. We are still faced with estimating how fast the residual decays. It turns out that if consecutive elements of u do not change sign, then Au − f decays exponentially. By 'exponential' we mean that the ratio of the residuals of two consecutive iteration converges to a constant, this type of convergence is sometimes called linear convergence. Here we define
(where sign(0) = 0 and sign(a) = a/|a| for a = 0). Then we have the following:
) we see that Q k is a diagonal matrix consisting of zeros or ones, so Q = Q T Q. Moreover, it is easy to see that S = {x|Qx = x}. Following the argument in Theorem 3.3 we have:
and
where V 0 is the null space of AQA T and V 1 is spanned by the eigenvectors corresponding to the nonzero eigenvalues of AQA T . Let
, where w k,j ∈ V j for j = 0,1. From (3.28) we have
is not in the null space of AQA T , then (3.27) and (3.28) imply that w
Thus ∆u k decays exponentially. This means {u k } forms a Cauchy sequence in S, so it has a limit u * ∈ S.
Since V 0 and V 1 are orthogonal:
The only thing left to show is that
This is equivalent to way that A T (Au * − f ) is orthogonal with the hyperspace {u : Qu = u}. It's easy to see that since Q is a projection operator, a vector v is orthogonal with {u : Qu = u} if and only if Qv = 0, thus we need to show QA T (Au * − f ) = 0. This is obvious because we have shown that Au * − f = w 0 and QA T w 0 = 0. So we find that u * is the desired minimizer.
Therefore, instead of decaying exponentially with a global rate, the residual of the linearized Bregman iteration decays in a rather sophisticated manner. From the definition of the shrinkage function we can see that the sign of an element of u will change if and only if the corresponding element of v crosses the boundary of the interval [−µ,µ]. If µ is relatively large compared with the size of ∆v (which is usually the case when applying the algorithm to a compressed sensing problem), then at most iterations the signs of the elements of u will stay unchanged, i.e. u will stay in the subspace S u defined in (3.26) for a long while. This theorem tells us that under this scenario u will quickly converge to the point u * that minimizes Au − f inside S u , and the difference between Au − f and Au * − f decays exponentially. After u converges to u * , u will stay there until the sign of some element of u changes. Usually this means that a new nonzero element of u comes up. After that, u will enter a different subspace S and a new converging procedure begins.
The phenomenon described above can be observed clearly in Fig 1. The final solution of u contains five non-zero spikes. Each time a new spike appears, it converges rapidly to the position that minimizes Au − f in the subspace S u . After that there is a long stagnation, which means u is just waiting there until the accumulating v brings out a new non-zero element of u. The larger µ is, the longer the stagnation takes. Although the convergence of the residual during each phase is fast, the total speed of the convergence suffers much from the stagnation. The solution of this problem will be described in the next section. 
Fast Implementation
The iterative formula in Algorithm 1 below gives us the basic linearized Bregman algorithm designed to solve (1.1),(1.2).
Algorithm 1 Bregman Iterative Regularization
Initialize:
This is an extremely concise algorithm, simple to program, involve only matrix multiplication and shrinkage. When A consists of rows of a matrix of a fast transform like FFT which is a common case for compressed sensing, it is even faster because matrix multiplication can be implemented efficiently using the existing fast code of the transform. Also, storage becomes a less serious issue.
We now consider how we can accelerate the algorithm under the problem of stagnation described in the previous section. From that discussion, during a stagnation u converges to a limit u * so we will have u k+1 ≈ u k+2 ≈ ··· ≈ u k+m ≈ u * for some m. Therefore the increment of v in each step, A ⊤ (f − Au), is fixed. This implies that during the stagnation u and v can be calculated explicitly as following
If we denote the set of indices of the zero elements of u * as I 0 and let I 1 = I 0 be the support of u * , then v k i will keep changing only for i ∈ I 0 and the iteration can be formulated entry-wise as: 
is the number of steps needed. Therefore, s is nothing but the length of the stagnation. Using (4.29), we can predict the end status of the stagnation by
Therefore, we can kick u to the critical point of the stagnation when we detect that u has been staying unchanged for a while. Specifically, we have the following algorithm: Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 Linearized Bregman Iteration with Kicking
Initialize: u = 0, v = 0.
Indeed, this kicking procedure is similar to line search commonly used in optimization problems and modifies the initial algorithm in no way but just accelerates the speed. More precisely, note that the output sequence {u k ,v k } is a subsequence of the original one, so all the previous theoretical conclusions on convergence still hold here.
An example of the algorithm is shown in Fig 2. It is clear that all the stagnation in the original convergence collapses to single steps. The total amount of computation is reduced dramatically. 
Numerical Results
In this section, we demonstrate the effectiveness of the algorithm (with kicking) in solving basis pursuit and some related problems.
Efficiency
Consider the constrained minimization problem
where the constraints Au = f are under-determined linear equations with A an m × n matrix, and f generated from a sparse signalū that has a number of nonzeros κ < m.
Our numerical experiments use two types of A matrices: Gaussian matrices whose elements were generated from i.i.d. normal distributions N (0,1) (randn(m,n) in MATLAB), and partial discrete cosine transform (DCT) matrices whose k rows were chosen randomly from the n × n DCT matrix. These matrices are known to be efficient for compressed sensing. The number of rows m is chosen as m ∼ κlog(n/κ) for Gaussian matrices and m ∼ κlogn for DCT matrices (following [5] ).
The tested original sparse signalsū had numbers of nonzeros equal to 0.05n and 0.02n rounded to the nearest integers in two sets of experiments, which were obtained by round(0.05*n) and round(0.02*n) in MATLAB, respectively. Given a sparsity ū 0 , i.e., the number of nonzeros, an original sparse signalū ∈ R n was generated by randomly selecting the locations of ū 0 nonzeros, and sampling each of these nonzero elements from U(−1,1) (2*(rand-0.5) in MATLAB). Then, f was computed as Aū. When ū 0 is small enough, we expect the basis pursuit problem, which we solved using our fast algorithm, to yield a solution u * =ū from the inputs A and f . Note that partial DCT matrices are implicitly stored fast transforms for which matrix-vector multiplications in the forms of Ax and A ⊤ x were computed by the MATLAB commands dct(x) and idct(x), respectively. Therefore, we were able to test on partial DCT matrices of much larger sizes than Gaussian matrices. The sizes m-by-n of these matrices are given in the first two columns of Table 1 .
Our code was written in MATLAB and was run on a Windows PC with a Intel(R) Core(TM) 2 Duo 2.0GHz CPU and 2GB memory. The MATLAB version is 7.4.
The set of computational results given in Table 1 was obtained by using the stopping criterion
which was sufficient to give a small error u k −ū / ū . Throughout our experiments in Table 1 , we used µ = 1 to ensure the correctness of the results. Table 1 : Experiment results using 10 random instances for each configuration of (m,n, ū 0 ), with nonzero elements ofū come from U(−1,1).
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Robustness to Noise
In real applications, the measurement f we obtain is usually contaminated by noise. The measurement we have is:f = f + n = Aū + n, n ∈ N (0,σ).
To characterize the noise level, we shall use SNR (signal to noise ratio) instead of σ itself. The SNR is defined as follows
In this section we test our algorithm on recovering the true signalū from A and the noisy measurement f . As in the last section, the nonzero entries ofū are generated from U(−1,1), and A is either a Gaussian random matrix or a partial DCT matrix. Our stopping criteria is given by std Au k −f < σ, and Iter. < 1000,
i.e. we stop whenever the standard deviation of residual Au k −f is less than σ or the number of iterations exceeds 1000. Table 2 shows numerical results for different noise level, size of A and sparsity. We also show one typical result for a partial DCT matrix with size n = 4000 and ū 0 = 0.02n = 80 in Figure 3 . Table 2 : Experiment results using 10 random instances for each configuration of (m,n, ū 0 ).
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Recovery of Signal with High Dynamical Range
In this section, we test our algorithm on signals with high dynamical ranges. Precisely speaking, let MAX = max{|ū i | : i = 1,...,n} and MIN = min{|u i | : u i = 0,i = 1,...,n}. The signals we shall consider here satisfy MAX MIN ≈ 10 10 . Ourū is generated by multiplying a random number in [0,1] with another one randomly picked from {1,10,...,10 10 }. Here we adopt the stopping criteria
for the case without noise (Figure 4 ) and the same stopping criteria as in the previous section for the noisy cases ( Figures 5-7) . In the experiments, we take the dimension n = 4000, the number of nonzeros ofū to be 0.02n, and µ = 10 10 . Here µ is chosen to be much larger than before, because the dynamical range ofū is large. Figure 4 shows results for the noise free case, where the algorithm converges to a 10 −11 residual in less than 300 iterations. Figures 5-7 show the cases with noise (the noise is added the same way as in previous section). As one can see, if the measurements are contaminated with less noise, signals with smaller magnitudes will be recovered well. For example in Figure 5 , the SNR≈ 118, and the entries of magnitudes 10 4 are well recovered; in Figure 6 , the SNR≈ 97, and the entries of magnitudes 10 5 are well recovered; and in Figure 7 , the SNR≈ 49, and the entries of magnitudes 10 7 are well recovered.
Recovery of Sinusoidal Waves in Huge Noise
In this section we considerū (t) = asin(αt) + bcos(βt),
where a,b,α and β are unknown. The observed signalũ is noisy and has the formũ =ū + n with n ∼ N (0,σ). In practice, the noise inũ could be huge, i.e. possibly have a negative SNR, and we may only be able to observe partial information ofũ, i.e. only a subset of values ofũ is known. Notice that the signal is sparse (only four spikes) in frequency domain. Therefore, this is essentially a compressed sensing problem and ℓ 1 -minimization should work well here. Now the problem can be stated as reconstructing the original signalū from random samples of the observed signalũ using our fast ℓ 1 -minimization algorithm. In our experiments, the magnitudes a and b are generated from U(−1,1); frequencies α and β are random multiples of 2π n , i.e. α = k 1 2π n and α = k 2 2π n , with k i taken from {0,1,...,n − 1} randomly and n denotes the dimension. We let I be a random subset of {1,2,...,n} and f =ũ(I), and take A and A ⊤ to be the partial matrix of inverse Fourier matrix and Fourier matrix respectively. Now we perform our algorithm adopting the same stopping criteria as in section 5.2, and obtain a reconstructed signal denoted as x. Notice that reconstructed signal x is in Fourier the domain, not in the physical domain. Thus we take an inverse Fourier transform to get the reconstructed signal in physical domain, denoted as u * . Since we know a priori that our solution should have four spikes in Fourier domain, before we take the inverse Fourier transform, we pick the four spikes with largest magnitudes and set the rest of the entries to be zero. Some numerical results are given in Figure 8 -11. Our experiments show that the larger the noise level is, the more random samples we need for a reliable reconstruction, where reliable means that with high probability (>80%) of getting the frequency back exactly. As for the magnitudes a and b, our algorithm cannot guarantee to recover them exactly (as one can see in Figure 8-11 ). However, frequency information is much more important than magnitudes in the sense that the reconstructed signal is less sensitive to errors in magnitudes than errors in frequencies (see bottom figures in Figure 8-11 ). On the other hand, once we recover the right frequencies, one can use hardware to estimate magnitudes accurately.
Conclusion
We have proposed the linearized Bregman iterative algorithms as a competitive method for solving the compressed sensing problem. Besides the simplicity of the algorithm, the special structure of the iteration enables the kicking scheme to accelerate the algorithm even when µ is extremely large. As a result, a sparse solution can always be approached efficiently.
It also turns out that our process has remarkable denoising properties for undersampled sparse signals. We will pursue this in further work.
Our results suggest there is a big category of problem that can be solved by linearized Bregman iterative algorithms. We hope that our method and its extensions could produce even more applications for problems under different scenarios, including very underdetermined inverse problems in partial differential equations. One Zoom−In 
